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ABSTRACT 

The traditional point source light used for 
synthetic image generation provides no adjustments 
other than position, and this severely limits the 
effects that can be achieved. It can be difficult 
to highlight particular features of an object. 
This paper describes new lighting controls and 
techniques which can be used to optimize the 
lighting for synthetic images. These controls are 
based in part on observations of the lights used 
in the studio of a professional photographer. 
Controls include a light direction to aim a light 
at a particular area of an object, light concen- 
tration to simulate spotlights or floodlights, and 
flaps or cones to restrict the path of a light. 
Another control relates to the color of the light 
source and its effect on the perceived color of 
specular highlights. An object color can be 
blended with a color for the highlights to 
simulate different materials, paints, or lighting 
conditions. This can be accomplished dynamically 
while the image is displayed, using the video 
lookup table to approximate the specular color 
shift. 

CR Categories and Subject Descriptors: 1.3.3 
[Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image Generation - 
display algorithms; 1.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: 
Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism - color, 
shading, shadowing, and texture; 

Additional Key Words and Phrases: light controls 

INTRODUCTION 

The lighting model and controls described in this 
paper are part of GMR AUTOCOLOR, a system 
developed at the General Motors Research 
Laboratories for automatic generation of color 
synthetic images. The major application for this 
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capability within GM is design evaluation, to view 
a realistic image prior to or in place of building 
a physical model in wood or clay. It can be used 
both to display automotive body surfaces to aid in 
their aesthetic evaluation and to display 
automotive parts constructed with the GMSolid [8] 
modeling system to aid in visualizing complex 
geometric shapes. GMR AUTOCOLOR can also be used 
to display color coded scalar values such as 
stress [14], pressure, or curvature [ii] on the 
surface of an object. 

The geometric shape of an object is approximated 
by a mesh of three or four sided planar polygons. 

The polygonal representation was selected both for 
its availability within GM and for its efficiency. 
Polygons can be grouped to form parts. For a car 
body there might be separate parts for the door, 
hood, roof, fender, etc. Each part is assigned a 
surface type such as body or glass, and each type 
of surface has associated color and reflectance 
properties. The entire data structure is stored 
in tables using the GMR developed REGIS 
interactive relational data base [12]. The 
polygonal mesh is defined by two tables: a node 
table containing the Cartesian coordinates of the 
node points and a polygon table containing the 
node numbers to be connected to form each polygon. 
Auxiliary tables containing the part, surface, and 
lighting parameters can be supplied as input or 
created automatically by the system as they are 
needed. The tables are stored in virtual memory 
files [20] and are all directly addressable during 
image generation. This data organization is very 
efficient because it eliminates all I/O other than 
paging. 

GMR AUTOCOLOR is a completely interactive system 
using menus and screen selection to define 
parameters and options, select a viewing 
orientation, or mix a color. A Watkins based scan 
line algorithm [3,21] is used for hidden surface 
elimination to determine which point on the object 
is visible at each pixel location. This algorithm 
is well suited for the polygonal representation. 
See [19] for a survey and comparison of other 
hidden surface algorithms. 

The system is implemented in PL/I and runs on a 
VAX 11/780 computer under VMS. A RAMTEK 9300 is 
used to display the generated color images. 
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THE LIGHTING MODEL 

The lighting model determines the intensity of the 
reflected light that reaches the eye from a given 
point on the object. It takes into account the 
reflectance properties of the surface as well as 
the physics of light reflection. This lighting 
computation is performed scan line by scan line as 
the hidden surface algorithm determines which 
portion of a polygon is visible. 

A great deal of research has been reported on 
lighting models for synthetic images. See [17] 
for a good summary of early work with historical 
perspective and Newman and Sproull [18] for a 
general discussion of the issues involved. The 
Phong [15] model was the first to achieve 
realistic highlights using interpolation of 
surface normals and an approximation of specular 
reflection. This model has been extended and 
modified by others to incorporate improved 
highlights [5] and global scene illumination 
(multiple reflections) [22]. Other related work 
affecting the realism of synthetic images includes 
shadows [i,i0], texture [4,6], transparency [13], 
clouds [7], a camera model [16], and surface 
reflection color [9]. 

The lighting model used in GMR AUTOCOLOR is based 
on the original Phong approach. The extensions 
which are described in this paper relate to 
providing controls and adjustments on individual 
lights and not to the particular method used to 

model light reflection. They could be applied to 
any lighting model. Using the Phong model to 
determine the intensity contribution from each 
light and with the additional controls described 
in the following section, it is possible to 
generate very realistic images of automotive body 
surfaces and parts. To provide a framework for 
discussing these extensions, the Phong lighting 
model will first be reviewed. 

The geometry of light reflection is illustrated in 
Figure i for a light illuminating a point P on the 
surface of an object. 

Normal 
LIGHT 

Reflected 
Ray 

EYE 

Figure 1. Geometry of Light Reflection 

The positions of the EYE and each of the lights 

are specified by the user. The angle of incidence 
I is the angle between the ray from the light 
source and the surface normal at the point P. The 
angle of reflection R is equal to the angle of 
incidence. The direction of the surface normal 
vector is computed from the node normals using 
bilinear interpolation. 

The intensity contribution for each light is 
modeled as the sum of diffuse and specular 
components multiplied by the intensity of the 
light source as shown in Figure 2. Diffuse 
reflection is light which is reflected uniformly 
in all directions. It depends only on the 
position of the light source, not on the position 
of the viewer and is modeled as the cosine of the 
angle of incidence, obeying Lambert's law. Specu- 
lar reflection makes the object appear shiny by 
generating highlights in the mirror direction, 
taking into account the position of the viewer and 
the surface finish. The effect of specular 
reflection is approximated by a cosine raised to a 
power. This value will peak when the reflected 
ray points directly at the EYE so that the angle E 
is zero. It will fall off either gradually or 

quickly depending on the value of the exponent N 
which corresponds to the glossiness of the 
surface. Dull surfaces have a small value of N 
and shiny surfaces have a high value. 

light(j) = intensity(j)*(diffuse + specular) 

where: diffuse = D(cos(I)) 

specular = S(cosN(E)) 

intensity(j) = intensity of light j 

D is the diffuse coefficient, 
S is the specular coefficient, 
N is the specular exponent, 
I is the angle of incidence, 
E is the angle between the reflected 

ray and the ray to the eye. 

Figure 2. Phong Intensity Computation 
for each Light 

D, S, and N are the reflectance properties 
associated with each type of surface to be 
displayed. The coefficients D and S control the 
proportion of diffuse and specular reflection. 
For a more accurate rendering, the specular 
coefficient S should be a function of the angle of 
incidence I as well as the type of surface 
(material) [18]. The values of cos(I) and cos(E) 
can be easily computed using the dot product of 
normalized unit vectors [18]. The intensity must 
be calculated for each light source and every 
point on the object which corresponds to a visible 
pixel in the image. The intensity at each point 
is the sum of the contributions from all lights 
plus an ambient term. The ambient intensity 
indicates the general level of illumination for 
the entire scene. 

The method used for computing these intensities is 
the first departure from the basic Phong model. 
The light intensity at each pixel is computed as 
an unscaled floating point value in a virtual 
picture array. If an object is composed of 
multiple surfaces, the surface number being 
displayed at each pixel is stored in an auxiliary 
picture sized array. As the image generation pro- 
ceeds, the maximum and minimum unscaled intensity 
values for the entire image and for each surface 
type are determined. The unscaled intensities are 
then mapped into integer intensities for the 
display. This rescaling process can be based on 
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the unsealed intensity range for each surface or 
for the entire object. This approach places no 
restrictions on the range of values for the 
diffuse and specular coefficients D and S or on 
the number and intensity of light sources. It 
also permits experimentation with nonlinear 
mappings of the unscaled values. 

LIGHT CONTROLS 

The traditional point source light used for 
synthetic image generation provides no controls or 
adjustments other than position, and this severely 
limits the effects that can be achieved. The 
light controls described in this section were 
developed for GMR AUTOCOLOR after observing the 
lighting used to photograph a car in a studio~ 
Cars are not photographed with a bare lO0 watt 
light bulb (the analogy of a point source light). 
Many lights are used and each is carefully 
adjusted to" produce a very specific highlight. 

The light controls described below are implemented 
as modifiers of the intensity value determined at 
each point by the Phong lighting model and there- 
fore could be applied to any other lighting model. 

Light Direction and Concentration 

The two most basic lighting controls are direction 
and concentration. These controls make it 
possible to aim the light and to adjust the 
distribution over an area. Point source lights 
are very difficult to position in order to produce 
highlights in a particular area of an object, and 
they can cause unwanted highlights in other areas. 
Each time a light is moved, the entire image must 
be recomputed which takes i to 5 minutes, 
depending on the number of polygons and the area 
of the screen covered by visible surfaces. This 
makes experimentation with lighting very tedious. 
Light direction and concentration controls make it 
possible to isolate the effect of a light to a 
particular area and achieve a desired highlight 
more quickly. This is not because the lighting 
model computations are any faster, but because the 
lights behave in a more "natural" way. A 
different approach to make lights easier to adjust 
is suggested in [2], using the lookup table to 
store surface normal information to permit dynamic 
lighting changes. 

On real lights, direction and concentration are 
produced by reflectors, lenses, and housings. It 
would be possible to model these components 
directly, but that would introduce considerable 
overhead to the lighting computation. A simpler 
approach is to model the overall effect of such a 
system rather than the individual causes. 

A directed light can be modeled mathematically as 
the light emitted by a single point specular 
reflecting surface illuminated by a hypothetical 
point source light. Think of the point labelled 
"Light" in Figure 3 as a surface which reflects 
light onto the object. The normal orientation of 
this single point surface is controlled by the 
light direction vector. A hypothetical point 
source light located along this vector illuminates 
the reflector surface which, in turn, reflects 

light onto the object. 

Normal 
LIGHT 

Direction 
P 

Reflected 
Ray 

EYE 

Figure 3. Light Direction 

We can compute the intensity of the reflected 
light at a point P on the object using the model 
in Figure 2 and treating P as the eye position. 
Because the hypothetical point source light 
illuminating the reflector (but nothing else) is 
located on the surface normal, the angle of 
incidence is 0 and the reflected ray coincides 
with the light direction vector. The angle 
between the reflected ray and the ray to the eye 
(the point P) is then the angle labelled L in 

Figure 3, between the light direction and the ray 
from the light position to the point P. Since we 
are considering the light to be a specular 
reflecting surface, we will use a diffuse 
coefficient of 0 and a specular coefficient of 1. 
The intensity at the point P from the directed 
light source is then: 

intensity(j)*cosC(L) 

where C is the specular exponent of the light 
reflector surface. The exponent C provides 
control over the concentration of the light. By 
increasing the value of C, the light becomes more 
concentrated around the primary direction. This 
can be used to simulate the effect of a spot light 
or a flood light. The light can be aimed by 
adjusting the orientation of the light direction 
vector. 

The above expression for the directed light 
intensity at a point can then be used to compute 
the intensity seen at the actual eye position from 
that point, again using the model in Figure 2. 
The intensity contribution from a directed light 
can then be expressed as: 

(cosC(L))*light(j) 

for cos(L) > 0 and light(j) computed as shown in 
Figure 2. Notice that when the concentration 
exponent C = 0 the directional multiplier becomes 
1 and we have a point source light. 

The effect of directed light can be seen in Figure 
4. Figure 4.A shows a scene without directed 
lights. There is one point source light located 
about half the height of the pyramid above the 
plane. Specular reflection causes a highlight on 
the plane, which may not be desired. In Figure 
4.B the same light has been aimed at the side of 
the pyramid, and the concentration exponent C is 
set to 1 for a floodlight effect. This eliminates 
the bright spot on the plane. In Figure 4.C the 
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concentration exponent C has been increased to 40 
for a spotlight effect. Obviously, additional 
lights are needed to provide general illumination 
in this scene. 

The user can position and aim the lights using the 
interactive display shown in Figure 5. Three 
views of the object are shown: top, side, and 
front. Each view shows the eye position and view 
direction as well as the position and direction of 
each light. Point source lights would be shown 
with only a cross at the light position. To 
change any of these locations, the user selects 
the current position in one of the three views and 
then selects the new position in that view. By 
changing a position or direction in two of the 
three views, all three coordinates can be quickly 
changed without having to enter numeric coordinate 
values. 

By moving the eye position or view direction, the 
view orientation can easily be changed. A small 
mesh image of the current view can be generated by 
selecting DISPLAY VIEW. This can be used to 
quickly verify that the desired orientation has 
been achieved. RESCALE can be selected to move 
closer or farther away. This control automatical- 
ly rescales the three views based on the maximum 
coordinate values to leave a reasonable amount of 
space on all sides. ANGLE is used to select a 
rotation angle for the horizontal axis of the 
image plane. 

Figure 6 shows the image generated for a 1983 
Chevrolet Camaro using the lights and view from 
Figure 5. The polygonal mesh was generated from 
the actual design data base for the vehicle. The 
mesh has 9619 node points, 8136 polygons, and 
17940 distinct edges. Figure 7 shows the same 
image with a single point source light located at 
the eye. Figure 8 shows the effect of each of the 
lights individually. 

Light Flaps and Cones 

Two additional light controls can be used to 
generate special effects by limiting the area 
illuminated by a light. Studio lights are 
equipped with large flaps called barndoors which 
can be used to restrict the path of a light. They 
can emphasize a crease line by lining up the flap 
with the crease to put all the light above or 
below the line. 

Light parameters provide flaps in the X, Y, and Z 
directions to restrict light to a particular range 
of object coordinates. A minimum and maximum 
value can be specified for each coordinate, and a 
separate switch controls whether the flap is on or 
off. 

LIGHT 

Maximum Z Flap 
.................................... ~f 

/Object 

Minimum Z Flap I 

Figure 9. Light Flaps 

The implementation of flaps is really quite 
simple. If any of the flap switches are on for a 
particular light, the object coordinates of the 
point being displayed are compared with the flap 
maximum and minimum values. If the point lies 
within the range, the lighting model is evaluated 
for that light. Otherwise, that light has no 
effect. Z flaps are illustrated in Figure 9. The 
light has no effect below the Z minimum flap or 
above the Z maximum flap. This implementation 
could easily be extended to provide general flaps 
which are not parallel to the coordinate axes. 

It is possible to use flaps to produce effects 
which have no physical counterpart, for example, 
to drop an invisible curtain beyond which a light 
will have no effect. Using an X or Y maximum 
flap, the light would not illuminate any portion 
of an object which extended beyond the flap 
setting. 

Another light control is a variable sized cone 
surrounding the light direction. This feature is 
not found on studio lights, but it can be used to 
produce a sharply delineated spotlight (as opposed 
to the tapering off which occurs using the 
concentration exponent) or to isolate a light on a 
single object in a scene composed of several 
objects. The cone size is specified by a cone 
angle, A, about the light direction as shown in 
Figure i0. The light has no effect if the angle L 
between the light direction ray and the ray to the 
point P on the surface is greater than the cone 
angle A. 

LIGHT Light 
pDirection 

Figure 10. Light Cone Angle 

The cone can be easily implemented as an extension 
of the light direction. Cos(L) is already being 
computed so it is only necessary to test if cos(L) 
< = cos(A) to determine if the point lies within 
the cone. If the point is outside the cone, the 
intensity contribution is zero, and no further 
evaluation of the lighting model is required for 
that light. 

All of these controls -- direction, concentration, 
flaps, and cones -- can be used together or 
separately to produce the desired effect on the 
image. They are provided as lighting model param- 
eters and can be selected from a menu by the user. 
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A. Point Source 

~ i ¸ 

Figure 4. Light Direction and Concentration. 

C. Directed Spot 

Figure 5. Light and View Selection. 

Figure 6. Four Lights. Figure 7. Light at Eye. 
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Figure 8. Individual Lights. 

Figure 1 3. Color Mixing. Figure 14. Blended Image. 

A B 

Figure 15. Dynamic Light Blending. 

C 
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Light Source Color Blending 

At SIGGRAPH 81 Cook and Torrence [9] described a 
model for surface reflection. Their paper 
discusses in detail the importance of modeling the 
color of the specular reflection to realistically 
portray different materials. They show that 
non-homogeneous materials such as painted objects 
and plastics have specular and diffuse components 
that do not have the same color. For metals, the 
diffuse component is negligible and the color of 
the specular component is determined by the light 
source and the reflectance properties of the 
metal. 

The color blending technique described below and 
implemented in GMR AUTOCOLOR uses the video looku~ 
table to control the color of specular reflection. 
A user can dynamically blend an object color with 
a color for the specular highlights to simulate 
different materials or paints under variable 
lighting conditions. It is important to note that 
this method does not compute or predict the color 
of the specular component. It does provide a 
means of generating realistic effects without 
adding overhead to the lighting model. 

The key to this approach is the method used to map 
the intensity values into video lookup table 
entries. The image intensities computed by the 
lighting model are mapped into separate sequential 
ranges of video lookup table entries for each 
surface type as shown in Figure ii. The value 
stored in the frame buffer is then logically 
equivalent to intensity for each surface type. By 
replacing the video lookup table values in one of 
the ranges, the corresponding surface color can be 
changed without recomputing the image. This 
approach requires a parallel lookup table which 
defines all three color components from a single 
value in the frame buffer. It cannot be used with 
three independent eight bit lookup tables. 

Red Green Blue 

Intensity ..... 

Frame Buffer 640 x 480 
l0 Bit Values 

0 

1023 

. . o o o o o . . o o o o o . . . o .  

Minimum Intensity 

Color Values for 
Surface Type i 

Maximum Intensity 
. . . o f . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

Color Values for 
Surface Type 2 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . c o o .  

Video Lookup Table 
24 Bit Entries 

Figure ll. Intensity Mapping 

Two colors are specified for each surface type, 
one for the diffuse component and the other for 
the specular component. As noted in [9], the 
color of the specular component may be the color 
of the material, the color of the light source, or 
a color derived from the light source and the 

material. Fox example, simulating plastic 
requires a colored diffuse component which is 
added to a white specular component. The relative 
amount of diffuse and specular intensity 
determines the resulting color. If we assume that 

each intensity level in the image corresponds to 
exactly one combination of diffuse and specular 
intensities, then we can store a fixed set of 
colors in the lookup table so that each intensity 
is associated with a particular combination of the 
diffuse and specular colors. This is an obvious 
simplification since many different combinations 
of diffuse and specular intensities could produce 
the same total intensity, but it works quite well. 

The lookup table color values for a surface are 
obtained by combining the diffuse and specular 
colors. A blend intensity level determines the 
point at which the color begins to shift from the 
diffuse color to the specular color. All 
intensities below the blend intensity are assumed 
to be purely diffuse. In the intensity range from 
the blend intensity to the maximum intensity the 
color shifts from diffuse to specular as shown in 
Figure 12. The blending is done by determining 
the number of intensity levels N in the range and 
then reducing the diffuse color contribution and 
increasing the specular contribution by I/N for 
each intensity increment. 

Minimum 
Intensity 

Video Lookup Table Range for One Surface Type 

Specular 1 
Diffuse Color ~ I  

Maximum 
Blend Intensity 

Intensity 

Figure 12. Color Blending 

This blending method assumes that the highest 
intensity values for a surface correspond to 
specular reflection and that as the intensity 
reaches the maximum, thespecular color dominates. 
The brightest points are assumed to be i00% 
specular. Since the diffuse component never 
really goes away, another control should be added 
to adjust the percentage of the specular color at 
the maximum intensity. Even with the simplifica- 
tions and assumptions inherent in this approxima- 
tion, the resulting images appear realistic. 

The colors of the diffuse and specular components 
for each surface type are assumed to be known. 
Interactive color mixing permits the user to 
experiment with different color combinations 
without recomputing the image. The frame buffer 
image intensities are computed in a virtual memory 
array by the lighting model. This array is simply 
retransmitted to the display after color mixing is 
completed. 

The interactive display used for mixing and 
blending colors for a surface is shown in Figure 
13. Here the diffuse and specular colors are 
labelled object and light source for the benefit 
of users. The object (diffuse) color is displayed 
in the lower portion of the screen with all 
intensity values shown in the area to the left of 
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the color bars. By selecting proportions on the 
red, green and blue bars, any color can be mixed 
and immediately displayed in the area to the left. 
The white bar can be used to quickly increase or 
decrease all three color components equally to 
generate tints or shades. The light source 
(specular) color is displayed similarly in the 
upper portion of the screen. Here it is shown as 
white but any color can be mixed. The horizontal 
bar in the middle of the display is used to select 
the blend intensity and shows the resulting color 
shift. Intensity values increase from left to 
right across the bar and the color shifts from the 
object color to the light source color in the 
intensity range to the right of the blend 
intensity. 

For a given combination of object and light source 
colors, the user can interactively adjust the 
blend intensity and watch the image change 
dynamically on the screen to achieve a desired 
effect. This feature is illustrated in Figure 14. 
The vertical bar indicates intensity with the 
highest intensity at the top and lowest at the 
bottom. By selecting a new blend intensity on 
this bar, the image is redisplayed instantly with 
the new light blend. The sequence in Figure 15 
shows the effects that can be generated using the 
same colors without recomputing the image. Only 
the body color is being changed. Figure 15.A uses 
only the object color. As the blend intensity 
point is reduced, the light source color is 
introduced at lower intensities as shown in Figure 
15.B and 15.C. With the blend intensity at the 
lowest point in Figure 15.C, it gives the 
appearance of metallic paint. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The addition of controls on lights makes it 
possible to produce synthetic images with 
optimized highlights and special effects. Because 
they behave more like the actual lights used in 
studio photography, controlled lights are easier 
for users to position and adjust. With directed 
lights, undesirable side effects can be eliminated 
and a particular highlight can be obtained much 
faster than with point source lights. Adjustable 
concentration provides control over the distribu- 
tion of light from an isolated spotlight to a 
general floodlight. The flap and cone angle 
controls provide special effects similar to studio 
lighting. Interactive, dynamic control over 
object and light source color blending makes it 
possible to simulate different materials or 
paints. Not all of these controls are used with 
every image, but by providing them as an integral 
part of the lighting model, they are available 
when the need arises. 
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